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Abstract—Bufferbloat has drawn much attention in the
network community for its negative impact on TCP delay
performance and user QoE. Recently, it has been more commonly noted in wireless access networks, in part, due to overprovisioned buffer space. Previous solutions that focused only
on bufferbloat prevention have suffered from either deployment or fairness problems when coexisting with conventional
TCP flows. In this paper, we address the bufferbloat problem
in resource-competitive environments such as Wi-Fi, and
design a receiver-side countermeasure for easy deployment
that does not require any modification at the sender or
intermediate routers. Exploiting TCP and AQM dynamics,
our solution competes for shared resource in a fair manner
with conventional TCP flow control methods and prevents
bufferbloat. We implement our solution in commercial smart
devices and verify its performance through real experiments
in LTE and Wi-Fi networks.
Index Terms—Bufferbloat, TCP, AQM, fairness, LTE, WiFi

I. I NTRODUCTION
Long delays in accessing the Internet through wireless
mobile networks have been commonly witnessed [3]. One
of the main reasons is persistent queues at intermediate
routers, in particular, at wireless edge routers such as
cellular base stations (BSs) due to their excessively largesize buffers [4]. Low price of memory contributes to the
installation of such large-size buffers. Due to the very
large buffer space, a TCP connection rarely observes a
loss even if it fully utilizes the bandwidth, which causes
more packets to be injected into the network through its
congestion window (cwnd) size.
Extra packets beyond capacity pile up at the
buffer and cause excessive delays. This phenomenon,
called bufferbloat, has been observed empirically in both
cellular and wired network environments [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10]. Recently, the bufferbloat problem has attracted
significant attention since it severely degrades the quality
of experience (QoE) of users, especially in multi-core
multitasking smartphone systems [6] that are already
popular. For example, long-lived TCP flows for such as
file downloads give rise to negative impact on delaysensitive flows for such as mobile games and streaming
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services because they pile up packets at BSs or APs with
oversized buffers.
Bufferbloat can be considered as self-generated congestion that occurs due to a fundamental mismatch between
buffer sizes at bottleneck links and loss-based TCP congestion control approaches. Loss-based TCP congestion control has governed network congestion since the beginning of
the Internet. Although there have been many advances in
the details, some original features such as window-based
ACK clocking and loss-based congestion detection still
remain effective. For example, TCP CUBIC [30] that is
adopted in Linux Kernel 2.6.19 and above still controls
data transmission rate upon a packet loss. In general, upon
a packet loss, the TCP sender decreases its cwnd that
determines the number of bytes in-flight, and increases it
if a packet is successfully delivered to the receiver. On
occurrence of bufferbloat, packets will not be lost owing to
the large-size buffer, so the TCP sender will keep increasing
the amount of in-flight data.
There have been many efforts to tackle the persistent
queueing and bufferbloat problem. The solutions can be
categorized into three types according to the location where
they work: sender-oriented, network-oriented, and receiveroriented [6].
1) Sender-oriented solutions: Replacing the loss-based
congestion detection with the delay-based congestion detection can solve the bufferbloat problem. It has been shown
that delay-based congestion controllers like TCP-Vegas [11]
and Fast TCP [12] can detect the congestion based on round
trip time (RT T ) and other delay information. They do not
suffer from long delay due to the bufferbloat because they
decrease cwnd when long RT T ’s are observed [6]. Mo
and Walrand [13] have developed an interesting congestion
measure, named the decoupled fairness criteria that use
cwnd and the measured bandwidth-delay product (BDP ).
Roughly, they have shown that setting cwnd to the BDP
(and thus controlling cwnd irrespective of loss detection)
maximizes a variety of utility functions and achieves fairness. A main weakness of delay-based approaches is that
they suffer from bandwidth starvation when they coexist
with loss-based approaches [14].
2) Network-oriented solutions: Active queue management (AQM) at intermediate routers can prevent the buffer
from bloating [5], [6]. AQM schemes such as random early
detection (RED) [15], exponential RED (E-RED) [16], and
random exponential marking (REM) [17] discard (or mark
if explicit congestion notification (ECN) is enabled [18]) in-
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coming packets in a probabilistic manner before the buffer
becomes full, and can inform TCP senders of incipient
congestion such that they reduce their cwnd’s. Despite
many advantages of queue management, few intermediate
routers enable AQM in practice by default due to the
difficulty in parameter settings. Recently, a sojourn-time
based AQM scheme named CoDeL has been developed
to simplify the configuration while solving the bufferbloat
problem [5].
3) Receiver-oriented solutions: Flow control at the receiver that adjusts its advertised receive window (rwnd)
can provide an alternative way to prevent bufferbloat.
Originally, rwnd has been introduced to limit the amount
of in-flight data for the receiver to receive it in a reliable manner. However, most modern handheld devices
are equipped with enough buffer space and hardly need
flow control, and set rwnd sufficiently large by default,
which is named Auto-tuning [6]. On the other hand, the
receiver can utilize rwnd to restrict the amount of in-flight
data [19]. For example, most smartphone manufacturers
limit rwnd to some threshold values to prevent the potential bufferbloat problem. The threshold values depend on
underlying networks and remain static. Dynamic Receive
Window Adjustment (DRWA) [6] tackles the bufferbloat
problem by exploiting dynamic control of rwnd. In DRWA,
the receiver adjusts rwnd such that the estimated RT T
remains close to the minimum RT T over time, which is, in
principle, similar to TCP-Vegas. However, the resemblance
to TCP-Vegas also implies that DRWA is likely to have
a fairness problem when loss-based TCP flows coexist
in competing environments, resulting in its performance
degradation. Through experimental results, we show that
the performance of DRWA indeed significantly degrades
when competition for shared buffers exists, particularly in
Wi-Fi networks.
In this paper, we propose a receiver side solution, called
Receiver-side TCP Adaptive queue Control (RTAC), to
tackle the bufferbloat problem. Unlike DRWA, RTAC can
coexist with conventional TCP flows without performance
degradation. In RTAC, using the estimated cwnd and the
measured RT T , the receiver controls rwnd in a TCPFriendly manner according to the dynamics of TCP and
AQM. In this sense, RTAC can be regarded as a realization
of AQM at the receiver side.
One of the main advantages of the receiver-oriented
approaches is that they can prevent bufferbloat without
the intervention of service providers, and can be quickly
and easily deployed by updating the firmware. Through
experiments in public long term evolution (LTE) and WiFi networks, we show that RTAC successfully prevents
the bufferbloat and achieves very good delay performance. In resource competing environments, TCP flows
of RTAC achieve throughput performance compatible with
those of conventional TCP receivers, and they coexist in a
fair manner. The contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:
• We identify the bufferbloat problem in Wi-Fi networks.
Different from LTE networks, TCP flows in Wi-Fi

•

•

networks share the buffer space at access points (APs)
and directly compete with each other for the buffer
resource.
We develop a receiver-oriented solution named
RTAC to tackle the bufferbloat problem based on the
dynamics of TCP and AQM. It can successfully prevent the bufferbloat and achieves fair resource sharing
with TCP flows of conventional receivers.
We evaluate the performance of our solution through
experiments. Implementing RTAC on commercially
available Android phones (Samsung Galaxy S2
(E120K)), we evaluate its effectiveness in solving the
bufferbloat problem in both LTE and Wi-Fi networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
overview the dynamics of TCP and AQM in Section II. In
Section III, we develop a receiver-side solution that aims
to prevent bufferbloat while achieving fairness under the
coexistence with various types of TCP flows. Section IV
describes experimental setup and configuration. Experimental results to evaluate our solution in comparison with the
state-of-the-art follow in Section V. We conclude our paper
in Section VI.

II. DYNAMICS

OF

TCP

AND

AQM

We first describe the dynamics of TCP and AQM in a
general network setting. Then we focus on the scenarios
where users receive data packets through wireless access
links such as LTE and Wi-Fi networks.
We consider a network with a given set of nodes and
(wired or wireless) links. Each traffic flow is a TCP connection between a source and a destination. Let S denote
the set of all traffic flows in the network. The source of
flow s ∈ S injects data packets into the network at rate
xs , which traverses the pre-determined path that consists
of a subset of links Ls . Each flow s is associated with
utility function Us (xs ) that is assumed to be concave and
differentiable. Each link has capacity cl . We denote the set
of flows that pass through link l by SlP
, and the total packet
arrival rate at link l by yl , i.e., yl := s∈Sl xs .
It has been known that TCP and its variants are solutions
to the following Network Utility Maximization (NUM)
problem with different utility functions in [16], [20], [21]:
Maximize

P

Us (xs )

s∈S

subject to

y l ≤ cl ,

(1)

for all links l.

For example, TCP-Reno is a solution to (1) when the utility
function is
1
a
,
(2)
UsReno (x) = −
2 x
RT Tm
s
where RT Tm is the RT T without queueing delay and a
is a coefficient. Similarly, TCP-Vegas solves this problem
with the utility function UsV egas (x) = η · RT Tm · log(xs ),
where η is a coefficient.
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We consider the standard dual problem of (1), and obtain
the Lagrangian function as
P
P
Us (xs ) − pl (yl − cl )
L(x, p) :=
s∈S
l
P
P
(3)
(Us (xs ) − xs qs ) + pl cl ,
=
s∈S

l

where pl denotes the Lagrangian multiplier of link
Pl and qs
denotes the sum of pl over path Ls , i.e., qs := l∈Ls pl .
Note that the Lagrangian multiplier pl is often interpreted
as the price of link l or the link congestion information
such as queue length and loss probability. From the KarushKuhn-Tucker conditions (KKT), the optimal utility sum is
achieved when, for all s,
Us′ (xs ) = qs .

(4)

We now focus on typical wireless access network scenarios, where users are connected through LTE and WiFi networks. In this case, wireless links often become a
bottleneck due to their limited bandwidth, which explains
why bufferbloat typically occurs at edge routers or wireless
access links [6]. Hence, in wireless access networks, we
approximate the sum price as the price of an access link,
i.e.,
qs ≈ plast hop = f (Qs ),
(5)
where Qs denotes the queue length at the wireless link
of flow s, and f (·) denotes the loss probability function
under a given queueing discipline at the BS or AP. For
example, the DropTail queueing discipline with maximum
buffer space Q̄s has f (Qs ) = 0 if Qs < Q̄s and f (Qs ) = 1
if Qs ≥ Q̄s .
Each AQM scheme has its own mapping function. For
instance, random early detection (RED) has a function that
linearly maps the queue length in [minth , maxth ] into the
drop probability in [pmin , pmax ]. Random early marking
(REM) and E-RED have an exponential mapping function,
which has a good property of presenting the summation of
the link prices over the path [16], [17]. Throughout this paper, we consider a linear mapping function similar to RED,
not only because it is easier to understand the dynamics
but, more importantly, it has a smaller approximation error
than non-linear functions when implemented in the Linux
Kernel where floating-point operations are not allowed. To
elaborate, we use the following mapping function
f (Qs ) = K(Qs + 1),

(6)

where K denotes the slope of the linear mapping function
and will be discussed in detail later, and the extra ‘1’ is
added to avoid the potential divide-by-zero problem when
Qs = 0.
III. R ECEIVER - SIDE TCP A DAPTIVE Q UEUE C ONTROL
AGAINST B UFFERBLOAT
In this section, we propose our receiver-side solution that
aims to coexist with other types of TCP flows in a fair
manner as well as prevent bufferbloat. It does not require
changes at either TCP senders or bottleneck routers, and
thus can be quickly deployed in real networks. We first
explain its operations based on TCP and AQM dynamics.

A. Receiver-side window control
Most existing TCP congestion controls show throughput
performance compatible with TCP-Reno [30], [31], [32],
and a flow is called TCP-Friendly if it achieves throughput
compatible with TCP-Reno [22]. In this regard, we try to
control the TCP sender to transmit at a rate compatible with
TCP-Reno using its utility function (2). A different utility
function results in a different controller, and may fail to
achieve fairness when conventional TCP flows coexist.
We first note that the TCP sender determines its transmission rate by taking the minimum of cwnd and rwnd [23].
The latter can be exploited to control the transmission rate
from the receiver side [6], [24]. Let xs denote the transmisws
sion rate, i.e., xs := RT
T , where ws := min{cwnd, rwnd}.
If the transmission rate is constrained by rwnd, i.e., if
cwnd < rwnd, from (2) and (4), we have
√
1
cwnd
a
(7)
=
√ ,
RT T
RT Tm qs
where the coefficient a is known to be 32 for TCPReno [25]. We interpreted the price qs as the loss probability at the wireless access link. If the wireless access router
has the DropTail queueing discipline with excessively large
buffer space, the loss probability remains close to 0, which
in turn results in an excessively large cwnd, i.e., the
bufferbloat problem.
To prevent bufferbloat without the modification at the
sender and the router, we apply AQM at the receiver side.
Suppose that the receiver knows RT T , the minimum RT T
(RT Tm), and the queue length Qs at the access link. From
(6), the receiver calculates the loss probability (link price)
q̂s , and advertises rwnd as
rwnd =

√ RT T 1
√ ,
a
RT Tm q̂s

(8)

where q̂s = K(Qs + 1) and a = 32 . Then from (7) and (8),
the transmission rate is controlled as


√
ws
1
1
a
.
(9)
xs =
· min √ , √
=
RT T
RT Tm
qs
q̂s
Since the actual loss probability qs is close to 0 due to the
large buffer size, the emulated loss probability q̂s dominates
the equation and controls the transmission rate.
Note that the receiver can control the sender effectively
only when cwnd > rwnd, and thus it can selectively prevent
bufferbloat without weakening the sender’s capability of
congestion control. In other words, when the network is
congested, the sender reduces cwnd to a smaller value
than rwnd, and controls its transmission rate. Also since
our proposal is based on the dynamics of TCP and AQM,
and compatible with previous TCP-Reno variants, it can
coexist with other conventional TCP flows in a fair manner.
On the other hand, it assumes that the receiver knows the
queue length Qs of the wireless access router, which is
not available in practice. In the following, we design the
receiver to estimate Qs using the measured RT T and the
estimated transmission window size.
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B. Delay measurement and queue length estimation
Our receiver-side solution (8) requires information about
RT T , RT Tm, and the queue length Qs of the wireless
access link, along with appropriate configuration of the parameter K. In this subsection, we describe how the receiver
estimates the queue length Qs from RT T measurement.
The configuration of K will be discussed at the end of this
section.
The receiver can easily measure the round-trip time
RT T , since TCP connection is full-duplex by default. We
dT . The
denote the measured RT T at the receiver by RT
RT T without queueing delay can be also obtained by
dT values over time, as in TCPtaking the minimum of RT
dT m .
Vegas. We denote the estimated minimum RT T as RT
The measurement accuracy can be further improved by
the TCP timestamp option that is widely used in wireless
networks [26] and set on in many Android devices by
default.
We now estimate the access link queue length Qs from
the delay information. To elaborate, we use the RT T
difference with respect to RT Tm. As noted, the access link
queueing delay commonly dominates the total queueing
delay over the path in wireless access networks [6], and
thus it can be estimated from RT T measurements as
dT − RT
dT m ). Then multiplying the queueing delay
(RT
by the transmission rate, we can approximately obtain the
estimated queue length Q̂s as
dT − RT
dT m ) ŵs ,
Q̂s = (RT
(10)
dT
RT
where the estimated transmission window size ŵs can be
obtained at the receiver using the method in [27].
The overall procedures in our receiver-side solution,
called RTAC, are provided in Algorithm 1, where α and
β are the parameters for a running average.
Algorithm 1 Receiver-side TCP Adaptive Queue Control
(RTAC)
On receiving a packet:
1: if (measured RT T is valid) then
dT ← (1 − β) · RT
dT + β · (measured RT T )
2:
RT
dT m if necessary.
3:
Update RT
4: end if
On copying data from receiver buffer to user space:
1: pkts ← pkts + copied data in packets
dT then
2: if (current time − last update time) ≥ RT
3:
ŵs ← α · ŵs + (1 − α) · pkts
dT − RT
dT m ) ŵs
4:
Q̂s ← (RT
dT
RT
5:
q̂s ← K(Q̂s + 1)
√ RT
dT
√1
6:
rwnd ← a d
RT T m q̂s
7:
pkts ← 0
8:
last update time ← current time
9: end if
Remarks: RTAC sets tcp rmen max sufficiently large to
remove an artificial constraint on rwnd and fully utilizes

the link capacity. It is necessary in particular for so-called
Long-Fat networks [6]. The receiver’s estimations of the
transmission window size and RT T may vary a lot, so it
is necessary to take their averages with parameters α and
dT m also
β respectively. Interestingly, we observed that RT
varies over time and needs some compensation, which will
be discussed separately.
C. Configuration of RTAC
From (8) and (10), RTAC determines rwnd from the
dT , RT
dT m , ŵs ), and a
three measurement values of (RT
configuration parameter K. The parameter K represents the
slope of the linear mapping function of AQM, and affects
the operating point of TCP and AQM dynamics. A low
value of K results in a large queue length and unnecessary
delay, while a high value causes underutilization and even
instability [28]. The precise setting of K is beyond the
scope of this paper and needs further study with rigorous
analysis. However, we briefly address this issue to provide
a rough idea of its setting.
Basically, it is desirable that the solution achieve as small
a queue length as possible without underutilizing capacity.
Then rwnd needs to be set no smaller than the BDP and
no greater than 1.5 times BDP considering the sawtoothlike behavior of TCP. We obtain BDP from multiplying
dT m . Let RT
dT ∗ denote
the wireless link capacity by RT
the long-term
average RT T , i.e., operating point, and let
dT ∗
.
We
configure RTAC such that the amount of
θ := RT
dT m
RT
in-flight data is θ times BDP , i.e., rwnd = θ · BDP = ŵs .
To this end, we obtain the following from (6), (8), and (10):
√
1
θ · BDP = rwnd ≈ θ a √K·Q
s
√
1
,
= θ a√
K(θ−1)BDP

which leads to
a
K=
θ−1



1
BDP

3

.

(11)

Hence, in our settings, the configuration of K depends on
θ, which can be considered as the ratio of the amount of
total in-flight data to BDP , and needs to be minimized as
close as to 1 for better delay performance, subject to full
utilization of the wireless capacity. In our experiments, the
best performance has been observed for θ ∈ [1.3, 1.4].
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

AND

C ONFIGURATION

We implement RTAC on Android devices and conduct
experiments over two different wireless access networks.
One is a public LTE network operated by Korea Telecom
(KT), the second largest cellular operator in Korea, and the
other is an university Wi-Fi network with CISCO AP AIRSAP1602I-K-K9. We use Samsung Galaxy S2 (E120K) and
modify the manufacturer’s open source code [1]. We also
implement DRWA on the same platform and compare their
performance.
We consider traffic downloading scenarios from a server
to users via wireless access networks. The server runs
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TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

Smartphone
LTE networks
Wi-Fi networks

Auto-tuning
DRWA
RTAC

Ubuntu 12.04 LTS over octa-core 3.5 GHz PC and uses
the default TCP implementation, i.e., TCP CUBIC with the
TCP timestamp option on. Traffic is generated by Iperf [2].
The detailed settings are summarized in Table I.

Window Size (Bytes)

Server

CUBIC with the timestamp option on
MSS = 1448 Bytes
Ubuntu 12.04 LTS (Kernel 3.2.0-54)
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1270 V2 (3.50GHz)
Samsung Galaxy S2 (Model E120K)
OS: Kernel version 3.0.8,
Android Icecream Sandwich (4.0.3)
Operator: Korea Telecom (KT)
Bandwidth: 100 Mbps
Access Point: CISCO AIR-SAP1602I-K-K9
Bandwidth: 72 Mbps (802.11n)
TCP receiver settings

2, 560 KBytes for LTE
tcp rmem max =
2, 560 KBytes for Wi-Fi
tcp rmem max = 2, 560 KBytes
λ=3
tcp rmem max = 2.560 KBytes
α = 1/8, β = 1/8
θ = 1.38 for both LTE and Wi-Fi
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(12)

where tcp rmem max has a different value for LTE and
Wi-Fi networks.
DRWA adjusts the receiver window dynamically according to the RT T measurement and the transmission window
size ŵs as
dT m
RT
(13)
ŵs ,
rwnd = λ
dT
RT
where λ is a configuration parameter set to 3 in most
scenarios [6].
RTAC controls the receive window according to the
dynamics of TCP and AQM. From (6), (8), and (10), it
sets the receive window as
q
dT
RT
1
r
rwnd = 32 d
.
(14)


d
Tm
K ŵs 1− RTd
+1
RT T

1 tcp rmem max can be checked via ‘sysctl net.ipv4.tcp rmem’ command.

Fig. 1.
Transmission window and RT T at the sender and their
measurements at the receiver. The receiver underestimates ŵs by about
11% compared to the sender. Regarding the RT T , the sender and the
receiver show similar results.
80
RTT
RTTm

70
60
RTT (ms)

We overview the operation of three different TCP receiver types and discuss their parameter configurations; they
are the factory default TCP receiver of Galaxy S2, denoted by Auto-tuning, and the state-of-the-art receiver-side
window controller, denoted by DRWA, and our proposed
RTAC.
In Auto-tuning, the receiver advertises the rwnd as the
minimum of twice the measured transmission window size
over time and tcp rmem max1 which limits the maximum
advertised receive window. Letting ŵs∗ denote the largest
transmission window estimated by the receiver of flow s
during a session, it can be expressed as

RT T m

15

100

0
0

rwnd = min{2ŵs∗ , tcp rmem max},

10
Time (sec)

(a) Transmission window ŵs

RTT (ms)

TCP Sender

5

10

50
40
30
20
10
0
0

5

10
Time (sec)

15

20

Fig. 2. RT T and RT Tm in the LTE network with low rate. With
tcp rmem max (i.e., 50KBytes) which does not incur bufferbloat, peak
RT T almost reaches double RT Tm .

Using (11) with θ = 1.38, we set K as 3 · 10−7 for the
LTE network, and 5 · 10−5 for the Wi-Fi network.
Note that both DRWA and RTAC detect the incipience
dT , RT
dT m ,
of queueing at the BS or AP by measuring RT
and ŵs , and throttle the transmission window by controlling rwnd. If the measurements at the receiver are not
accurate, both schemes will suffer in their performance.
For example, if the receiver has a greater RT T estimation
than the sender, it may unnecessarily throttle the sender,
resulting in underutilization of the wireless capacity. Hence,
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Fig. 3. TCP performance with Auto-tuning receiver in LTE and Wi-Fi networks for different tcp rmem max values. As tcp rmem max increases, the
throughput performance becomes saturated and the delay performance gets worse. The optimal setting of tcp rmem max depends on various factors
of the underlying network. Rectangles are used to indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles.

it is important that the sender and the receiver have the
same estimation of the transmission window (i.e., ŵs )
dT ), and that the receiver
and the round-trip time (i.e., RT
has accurate RT Tm estimation. Since these measurements
are critical for appropriate operation of the receiver-side
control, we first evaluate their accuracy.
dT at the
Fig. 1 shows the measurements of ŵs and RT
receiver (after taking the running averages with parameters
α and β) along with the sender’s cwnd and RT T . Though
the receiver underestimates ws by 11% compared to the
sender in a saturated region, and there exists 4.4% mismatch in RT T , they are overall alike. This is because the
receiver-side estimation of ŵs does not take into account
lost or delayed packets [27]. In contrast, the estimation
of RT T without queueing delay (i.e., RT Tm ) is a bit
troublesome. We inject data packets at a very low rate
of 8 Mbps (a seventh of the nominal link capacity) such
that packets do not experience any queueing, and measure
RT T using the TCP timestamp option. Fig. 2 shows the
dT and RT
dT m in the LTE network.
measurements of RT
dT is indeed
Since there is no queueing, the measured RT
RT Tm. Interestingly, the empirical results show that RT Tm
varies over time. We conjecture that the variation is incurred
by frame synchronization in LTE, retransmission at the
wireless link, deep inspection at the base station, and/or
other processing delays. In our measurements, RT Tm is
about 50% higher than the minimum RT T measurement
dT m . Since RT Tm is an important factor
ever seen, i.e., RT

that determines the BDP and the queueing-delay estimation, such a large mismatch can cause unexpected behavior.
To this end, we compensate RT T without queueing delay
∗ := RT
∗.
d
dT m + ∆ and replace RT
dT m with RT
d
as RT
Tm
Tm
The compensation delay ∆ needs to be determined according to the measurements for each wireless access network.
We set ∆LT E = 18 msec for LTE and ∆W i−F i = 8 msec
for Wi-Fi.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results to observe
bufferbloat in WiFi and cellular networks under various
scenarios that include flow competition cases for shared
resource. We also consider fairness performance and TCP
variants for performance evaluation.
A. Bufferbloat in wireless access networks
The bufferbloat in public cellular networks has been
noted in the literature [6], [7]. We confirm the previous
results in LTE networks and observe that the problem also
occurs in Wi-Fi networks. To the best of our knowledge,
this is a first academic observation of the bufferbloat
problem in Wi-Fi networks.
The severity of bufferbloat is closely related to the setting
of tcp rmem max of the TCP receiver as well as the buffer
size of the BS or AP [6]. We first measure the throughput
and RT T at Auto-tuning receiver in the LTE network for
30 seconds. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show that the setting of
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Fig. 5. Delay distribution in the Wi-Fi network with three different
distance settings from AP. In general, with the signal strength weaker,
packets experience longer delay. The longest delay of 773 msec is
observed when the device is located the farthest where the average RSSI
is −73 dbm.

tcp rmem max has a critical impact on performance. A too
small value leads to low throughput (i.e., underutilization)
and a too large value causes high delay (i.e., bufferbloat).
From the results, we can say that the best performance can
be achieved when tcp rmem max is in the range [400, 800]
KBytes. However, the optimal value depends on various
factors of the underlying access network. Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)
depict the TCP performance in the Wi-Fi network. A similar
trend is observed as in the LTE network, with the best
setting of tcp rmem max much smaller than 200 KBytes.
The degree of RT T increase in the Wi-Fi network is
strongly related with the buffer size of the AP. We have
measured queue lengths of commercial APs (i.e., CISCO
AIR-SAP1602I and Linksys E4200) by using (10) at the
receiver. Fig. 4 shows queue length measurements with
Auto-tuning receiver. Although the network BDP is 44
packets, the AP queue length reaches hundreds of packets
which is much more than the BDP, leading to unnecessarily
long RT T .
The delay performance due to bufferbloat can deteri-

orate when the signal strength is weak. We have evaluated the performance of Auto-tuning receiver located at
three different distances from the AP. For the duration
of 30 seconds, we recorded both average received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) value and instantaneous RT T .
The measured average RSSIs at those locations are −53
dbm (closest), −68 dbm (medium), and −73 dbm (farthest),
respectively. Fig. 5 shows the cumulative RT T distribution
of received packets at each location. It is clear that the
lower the signal strength, the higher the delay packets
suffer from. For the low RSSI case, the largest RT T
measurement was 773 msec. The results stem from frequent
retransmissions and low bandwidth. When RSSI is low,
packets are more likely to experience corruption and will be
retransmitted by automatic repeat request (ARQ). Also, low
RSSI often leads to low transmission rate and accordingly
long transmission delay. The throughputs achieved at each
location are 30 Mbps (closest), 19 Mbps (medium), and
7.1 Mbps (farthest), respectively.
Recently, the factory default setting of tcp rmem max
has been increasing. For example, the setting of Galaxy
S2 (E120K) in the LTE network is 1, 220 KBytes, while
Galaxy S3 (E210K) and Galaxy S4 (E330K) set it to
2, 560 KBytes. For the Wi-Fi network, tcp rmem max for
each device is set to 196 (Galaxy S2), 2, 097 (Galaxy
S3), and 2, 560 (Galaxy S4) KBytes, respectively. The
increasing trend in new devices is related to the increased
capacity in wireless access links. Accordingly we use
tcp rmem max = 2, 560 KBytes for Auto-tuning receiver,
since it is the default setting of the most recent device of
Galaxy S4 for both LTE and Wi-Fi networks. In addition,
we set tcp rmem max to the same value for DRWA and
RTAC because it is sufficiently high not to limit rwnd.
B. Prevention of bufferbloat
We now investigate the effectiveness of our proposed
scheme in bufferbloat prevention. We establish a single TCP
connection in both LTE and Wi-Fi networks, and evaluate
its performance with different receivers of Auto-tuning,
DRWA, and RTAC for 30 seconds.
Fig. 6 shows their throughput and delay performance in
LTE and Wi-Fi networks. On average, Auto-tuning achieves
a throughput of 55 Mbps and a delay of 223 msec in LTE,
and 33 Mbps and 148 msec in Wi-Fi. DRWA achieves
similar throughput as Auto-tuning but much better delay
performance. It shows 52 Mbps and 89 msec in LTE,
and 29 Mbps and 23 msec in Wi-Fi. Also, RTAC shows
51 Mbps and 71 msec in LTE, and 30 Mbps and 27 msec in
Wi-Fi. Both DRWA and RTAC maintain low queue length
well without underutilization of the wireless link by controlling rwnd, thereby leading to prevention of bufferbloat.
C. Fairness of TCP flows with various receiver types
For a single flow, both DRWA and RTAC are successful
in preventing bufferbloat. We now consider the scenarios
where multiple TCP flows coexist and compete for the
resource of the BS or AP. It has been known that the BS
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Fig. 6. Prevention of bufferbloat in LTE and Wi-Fi networks. Both DRWA and RTAC prevent bufferbloat in LTE and Wi-Fi networks so that they
achieve high throughput and low delay, while Auto-tuning suffers from long delay. Rectangles are used to indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles.

in a cellular network maintains a separate buffer for each
flow [29], while the AP in a Wi-Fi network uses shared
buffers for all the flows. Thus, we consider different resource competition scenarios for LTE and Wi-Fi networks,
respectively.
We let two wireless clients download data from the
server via a common wireless access link. In the Wi-Fi
network, the two clients are connected to a single AP as
shown in Fig. 7(a), and compete for its buffer space. We
denote this Wi-Fi scenario as Direct Competition (DC). For
the LTE network, however, we cannot make two wireless
clients compete directly with each other, since queues at the
BS are separately managed for each flow. So, we foster a
resource-competitive environment in the wired network part
by adding an additional client as shown in Fig. 7(b), which
creates a wired bottleneck link just before the server. The
additional client runs Auto-tuning and competes with the
wireless clients at the wired link. We denote this scenario
as Indirect Competition (IC).
In the DC scenario in Wi-Fi, we first run Auto-tuning
for one client and DRWA for the other. Fig. 8(a) illustrates
throughput performance of the two TCP flows, in which
DRWA achieves only 26% throughput of Auto-tuning. Under the same environment, we replace DRWA with RTAC.
The results show that both Auto-tuning and RTAC achieve
similar throughput performance (i.e., 95% throughput of
Auto-tuning), sharing buffers of the AP in a fair manner.
In the IC scenario of LTE, we observe similar results as
shown in Fig. 8(b). RTAC achieves 96% throughput of
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(a) Direct competition
(DC) in Wi-Fi





(b) Indirect competition (IC) in
LTE

Fig. 7. Resource competition scenarios with two wireless clients. In LTE,
since the clients do not directly compete for buffers at the BS owing to
the use of per-flow queueing, we create a bottleneck link in the wired
network by adding Client 3.

Auto-tuning while DRWA starves severely (i.e., only 2% of
Auto-tuning) due to the addition of Client 3 in the wired
bottleneck link. From our experimental results, we conclude
that DRWA indeed works similar to TCP-Vegas and has
the same fairness problem due to its conservative behavior, which makes it less attractive in resource-competitive
environments. On the other hand, RTAC always works
well owing to utilizing the TCP and AQM dynamics and
achieves throughput performance compatible with Auto-
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Fig. 8.
Coexitence of RTAC and Auto-tuning in LTE and Wi-Fi
networks. RTAC successfully coexists with Auto-tuning and achieves 95%
throughput of Auto-tuning in Wi-Fi and LTE networks while DRWA
achieves only 26% throughput of Auto-tuning in Wi-Fi DC scenario and
3% in LTE IC scenario when competing with Auto-tuning.

tuning.
We also perform experimental measurements of the
scenario where three TCP flows (each with Auto-tuning,
DRWA, and RTAC receiver, respectively) coexist in LTE
and Wi-Fi networks. We extend the DC and IC scenarios
in Fig. 7 by adding one more wireless client. Fig. 9 shows
the throughputs of the three receivers in Wi-Fi and LTE
networks. Again, in both cases, RTAC is compatible with
Auto-tuning while DRWA suffers from severe starvation. In
addition, we measure RT T performance both in LTE and
Wi-Fi networks. In the LTE network, RT T performances
of Auto-tuning, DRWA, and RTAC receivers are similar
because network congestion happens at the same router.
On the other hand, RT T performance in Wi-Fi shows an
unexpected result. As shown in Fig. 10, RTAC achieves
better throughput performance than DRWA while showing
better RT T performance than Auto-tuning. It seems that
the latest Wi-Fi AP such as CISCO AIR-SAP1602I-K-K9
does not manage its buffers in a shared manner. Nevertheless, RTAC successfully coexists with Auto-tuning in terms
of throughput and RT T .
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Throughput (Mbps)

15

Fig. 10. Throughput and RT T performance among Auto-tuning, DRWA,
and RTAC receivers in the Wi-Fi network. RTAC shows better throughput
performance than DRWA, and better RT T performance than Auto-tuning.

D. The impact of TCP variants
So far, we performed experiments with TCP CUBIC
at the sender. In this subsection, we evaluate different
receiver-side controllers along with TCP variants at the
sender, including TCP-Reno, HTCP, TCP-Vegas, and TCP
Westwood. TCP-Reno is a well-known traditional lossbased congestion controller, HTCP is a high-speed variant
of TCP (like TCP CUBIC ) for Long-Fat Networks [31],
TCP-Vegas is a delay-based congestion controller, and TCP
Westwood can handle wireless loss and load dynamics by
adaptively setting the congestion control parameters using
information obtained from the ACK stream [32].
Fig. 11 shows the throughput and delay performance
for a single TCP flow under various TCP sender types
in the LTE network. It demonstrates that DRWA and
RTAC are successful in bufferbloat prevention of a single
TCP flow, but not TCP-Vegas. TCP-Vegas suffers from low
throughput regardless of TCP receiver types, which comes
from inaccurate estimation on RT Tm. As we discussed
before, RT Tm changes over time in the LTE network, and
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Fig. 11. Performance of a single TCP flow with various TCP sender
types in the LTE network. High-speed TCP variants such as CUBIC and
HTCP aggravate the bufferbloat in Auto-tuning, and TCP-Vegas suffers
from low throughput due to incorrect estimation of the minimum RTT at
the sender.

thus without appropriate compensation, the sender will have
dT m < RT Tm most of the time, which leads to an
RT
unnecessarily small cwnd .
Another interesting observation is that Auto-tuning suffers from bufferbloat, especially for CUBIC and HTCP
that are designed for Long-Fat Networks and thus quickly
increases cwnd when there is no loss. The results confirm again that an aggressive TCP sender can aggravate
bufferbloat.
Fig. 12 shows the performance of a single TCP flow in
the Wi-Fi network. The overall results are similar to those
in the LTE network. TCP-Vegas suffers less throughput
degradation than in the LTE network due to a smaller
variation of RT Tm, and bufferbloats of Auto-tuning with
TCP-Reno and TCP Westwood become more striking.
Finally, we evaluate the fairness of Auto-tuning, DRWA,
and RTAC, under different TCP variants at the sender. We
consider the same three client scenarios of DC in Wi-Fi and
IC in LTE. Fig. 13(a) depicts the throughput performance
of the three clients for various TCP sender types in Wi-Fi.
It shows that RTAC achieves more than 92% throughput
of Auto-tuning for all TCP variants except TCP-Vegas.
This means that RTAC and Auto-tuning can coexist well.
In contrast, DRWA achieves only 15–37% throughput of
Auto-tuning .
In LTE, Fig. 13(b) shows that Auto-tuning and

Reno

Vegas

Westwood

HTCP

(b) Delay
Fig. 12. Performance of a single TCP flow with various TCP sender
types in the Wi-Fi network.

RTAC achieve similar throughputs while DRWA achieves
much lower throughput except with TCP-Vegas. DRWA
works well with TCP-Vegas which is too conservative in
competing environments, resulting in very low throughput.
Overall throughput performance in the IC scenario is lowered due to the congestion in the wired link.
E. Discussion
Our receiver-side solution of RTAC performs well with
accurate estimation of BDP. Overestimation leads to failure
in bufferbloat prevention, and underestimation can result
in underutilization of network capacity or instability. In
general, precise estimation of BDP is difficult, in particular,
in wireless access networks due to the dynamic nature of
wireless channel, traffic, and user mobility.
There have been a few bandwidth estimation techniques
that have been proposed, for example, [33] for cellular
networks and [34], [35] for Wi-Fi networks. They can be
incorporated with RTAC to improve the accuracy of BDP
estimation. Similarly, precise estimation on RTT is of great
importance, which we leave as future work.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a receiver-side countermeasure, named RTAC, to solve bufferbloat in wireless access networks such as LTE and Wi-Fi networks.
According to TCP dynamics, a RTAC receiver estimates
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Fig. 13. Performance under competing environments with various TCP
sender types. Overall RTAC achieves throughput performance compatible
with Auto-tuning for various TCP types, while DRWA fails to share the
buffering resource in a fair manner except with TCP-Vegas.

an appropriate amount of in-flight data for a wireless
access link, and controls the transmission rate via advertised
receive window.
We have implemented RTAC on commercial smartphones. Through extensive experimental measurements, we
have verified that RTAC successfully prevents bufferbloat,
achieving good delay performance without sacrificing
throughput performance, and that it achieves fair resource
sharing with compatible TCP flows, outperforming the
state-of-the-art schemes.
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